Thank you

Thank you to all those who traveled and attended the 2019 AAEA Annual Meeting in Atlanta, GA!

We hope that you will join us again in the heart of agriculture, Kansas City, MO, July 26–28, 2020 at:

Kansas City Marriott Downtown
200 West 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64105

Room rates will start at:
$162 plus state and local taxes

The Kansas City Marriott Downtown is centrally located with easy access to great restaurants, entertainment, and transportation. Find out more on what Kansas City has to offer.

The abstract submission site for the 2020 AAEA Annual Meeting will open November 1, 2019 and the deadline for abstracts will be January 15, 2020.

Call for Nominations

2020 Fellows Award Nomination

The AAEA Fellows Selection Committee is inviting nominations for the 2020 AAEA Fellows Awards. The deadline for submission of nominations and supporting biographical documentation is Wednesday, October 2, 2019.

The 2020 Fellows Recognition Ceremony will be held as part of the 2020 AAEA Annual Meeting in Kansas City, MO. Information on previous AAEA Fellows and the procedures used to be select Fellows is available on the AAEA Fellows page.
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Call for Nominations

**AAEA President-Elect and Directors**

The AAEA Nominating Committee is soliciting nominations from AAEA membership for AAEA President-Elect and two AAEA Directors, all for three year terms beginning July 2020.

Please submit the names and affiliations of nominees to kmcguire@aaea.org. Nominations must be received by October 3, 2019.

---

**2019 AAEA Award Winners**

**2019 Fellows**

- Mary Bohman, *Bureau of Economic Analysis*
- Kevin Boyle, *Virginia Tech*
- Matin Qaim, *University of Goettingen*
- Ian Sheldon, *The Ohio State University*
- Wallace Tyner, *Purdue University*

**2019 Appreciation Clubs**

- Walter Armbruster
  (View a special feature on Walter Armbruster below the awards)
- Richard Just
- Susan Offutt
- Andrew Schmitz

**2019 Awards**

**Undergraduate Student Section Awards**

- Academic Bowl: *Louisiana State University* (Colt Hardee, Erynn Heffley, Whitney McKinzie)
- Outstanding Paper Competition: Alexander Hildreth, *Louisiana State University*, and Elizabeth Thilmany, *University of Maryland*
- Outstanding Chapter Award: Iowa State University (Advisors: Amy Brandau and Ron Deiter)

**Graduate Student Section Awards**

- Graduate Student Case Study Competition
  - Winner - Kansas State University with Chelsea Arnold, Kaitlyn Dinges, and Christina Stander
  - Second Place – Purdue University with Emiliano López Barrera, Sofia K. Vielma Delano, and Jeremiah Stevens
  - Third Place – Michigan State University with April Athnos, Simone Faas, and Megan Bellinger
- Graduate Student Extension Competition: Hannah Shear, Kansas State University, Mentor Dustin Pendell; Whitney Bowman, Kansas State University, Mentor Dustin Pendell; Amber Roberts, University of Minnesota, Mentor Joleen Hadrich

**Outstanding Master’s Thesis Award:**

**Santa Felicita Rosario de Jesus**, *Virginia Tech*; **Hanna Ruder**, *Kansas State University*; and **Robert Thompson**, *Mississippi State University*

Honorable Mentions: Ari Kornelis, *Michigan State University* and Angela Sweeney, *University of Guelph*

**Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation:**

**Ellen Bruno**, *University of California, Davis*; **Tamma Carleton**, *University of California, Berkeley*; and **David Wolf**, *The Ohio State University*

Honorable Mention: Bixuan Sun, *University of Minnesota*
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Distinguished Teaching Awards
- Ten Years’ Experience: Kim Morgan, Virginia Tech
- Undergraduate Teaching: Ten or More Years’ Experience: Christine Wilson, Kansas State University
- Graduate Teaching: Ten or More Years’ Experience: Thomas Hertel, Purdue University

Distinguished Extension/Outreach Program Awards
- Individual: Less than Ten Years’ Experience: Alejandro Plastina, Iowa State University
- Individual: Ten or More Years’ Experience: Glynn Tonsor, Kansas State University
- Group: Brian Briggeman, Kansas State University; Phil Kenkel, Oklahoma State University; Keri Jacobs, Iowa State University; Greg McKee, University of Nebraska; and Michael Boland, University of Minnesota

Bruce Gardner Memorial Prize for Applied Policy Analysis
Dermot Hayes, Iowa State University
Additional authors include: Edward Balistreri, John Crespi, Chad Hart, Minghao Li, Lee Schulz, David Swenson, and Wendong Zhang

Quality of Communication Award
Parke Wilde, Tufts University; Mary Marchant, Virginia Tech; and H. Holly Wang, Purdue University
Additional authors include: Yuqing Zheng, Dallas Wood, Jason P. H. Jones, Farzad Taheripour, Wallace E. Tyner, James Hansen, Wei Zhang, Jason Grant, Amanda M. Countryman, Andrew Muhammad, Yangxuan Liu, John R. C. Robinson, and W. Donald Shurley

Quality of Research Discovery Award
William Masters, Tufts University; Prakarsh Singh, Amherst College

Publication of Enduring Quality Award
Michael Carter, University of California, Davis and Christopher Barrett, Cornell University
Honorable Mention: Thomas Reardon, C. Peter Timmer, Christopher B. Barrett, Julio Berdegué

Outstanding American Journal of Agricultural Economics Article Award:
Tim Richards, Arizona State University
Honorable Mentions: Andrew Crane-Droesch and Matthew Anderson, Julian Alston, Philip Pardey, Aaron Smith

Outstanding Applied Economic Perspectives & Policy Article Award
Brenna Ellison, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; and Jayson Lusk, Purdue University

Outstanding Choices Article
Farzad Taheripour, Purdue University, and Wallace E. Tyner, Purdue University
Honorable Mention: Don E. Albrecht, Florence A. Becot, Bonnie Braun, Stephan J. Goetz, Shoshanah Inwood, Alana Knudson, Jane M. Kolodinsky, Scott Loveridge, Katlyn Morris, Jason Parker, Bob Parsons, and Rachel Welborn

Anthony Grano Scholarship
Amber Roberts, University of Minnesota
Meet Walter Armbruster
2019 Chartered Appreciation Club

- **Q: What is your greatest accomplishment in your career?**
  A: Leading Farm Foundation as President for 17 years, organizing programs for agricultural and applied economists from academia, industry and government to address critical issues of importance to the agricultural and food supply chains from producer to consumer. Disseminating results often had immediate economic and policy relevance, and in some cases ongoing collaboration among participants produced valuable results for many years.

- **Q: What advice would you give to an early career professional?**
  A: Look for and take advantage of opportunities which fit your skills and particular passion to make a significant contribution to society.

- **Q: What do you hope this club will accomplish?**
  A: Fund innovative ideas to further the impact of AAEA through communicating in not-technical format the research findings and outreach of the profession to policymakers and the interested public.

- **Q: Tell us about an AAEA memory**
  A: Receiving a call at 2:00 a.m. Sunday morning of the Michigan State meetings in 1987 that my son Sean was about to present himself to the world ten days early. My 5 hour drive back to Chicago got me to the hospital to hear his first cries from the hallway rather than being with Helen the whole time as planned.

- **Q: Do you have a personal statement?**
  A: Among highpoints with the agricultural and applied economics profession were moving AAEA from an academically subsidized organization to a free-standing entity with a managing director structure, as well as establishing Sections during my year as AAEA president; serving 24 years as Secretary-Treasurer of IAAE, helping to transform it to a financially strong organization; working with a small group to organize C-FARE in 1995 to create a presence for the profession in Washington, DC; and editing the renewed online-only Choices magazine for 5 years. Working with the profession’s members worldwide was very rewarding. None of this would have been possible without my wife Helen and son Sean living with my constant travel and absence from home half of the workdays and many weekends.
**Call for Papers**

**Applied Economics Teaching Resources**

*AETR* is a new online open access publication sponsored by the Agricultural and Applied Economics Association for high-end research and scholarship in the areas of teaching, education and extension in the fields of agricultural economics, agribusiness, applied economics and related disciplines. [https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources](https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources).

*AETR* is inviting you to submit a paper in 2019 for one of their general issues or for a special issue on Case Studies in Applied Economics.

**Special Issue on “Case Studies in Applied Economics”:**
The *AETR* is accepting submissions for this special issue that are in all areas of applied economics, agricultural economics, and agribusiness. The special issue will be a highlighted section in the second issue of 2019 of *AETR*. Submissions will be accepted for the special issue extended until September 9, 2019. Guidelines for submission of a case study can be found at: [https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources/aetr-manuscript-submission-guidelines](https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources/aetr-manuscript-submission-guidelines). When submitting a manuscript, please follow the guidelines provided in the link above and indicate in your cover letter that the manuscript is for the special issue.

**General Submissions:** We are also accepting general submissions to the publication as well. *AETR* is seeking additional contributions of:

1. Teaching and Extension education scholarship and research.
2. Classroom and field educational innovation (e.g. classroom games, online teaching tools, Extension applications, experiential learning activities, and other interactive learning innovations).
3. Teaching and education commentaries (e.g. notes on pedagogy, evaluations of teaching effectiveness, and educational methodology).

All submissions will go through a blind peer-review process. There is no charge for submission or publication. You can submit a manuscript at: [https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources](https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources).

Author and submission guidelines are available at: [https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources/aetr-manuscript-submission-guidelines](https://www.aaea.org/publications/applied-economics-teaching-resources/aetr-manuscript-submission-guidelines).

Please email any questions or inquiries to aetr.editor@gmail.com.

---

**AAEA/AARES Heading South Award**

**Call for Applications**

The Australasian Agricultural and Resource Economics Society (AARES) and the Agricultural & Applied Economics Association (AAEA) through the AAEA Trust will jointly offer this travel award to attend the 2020 AARES Conference in Perth, Western Australia. It is available to members of AARES or AAEA normally resident in North America. Applicants for the award can be a member of either AARES or AAEA but must be a member of AARES to participate in the conference.

The objective of the award is to provide the winner with an opportunity for professional and personal development and international professional and cultural exchange. The award will have a value of $3,000 USD to be used to assist the winner’s participation in the **2020 AARES Annual Conference to be held in Perth, Western Australia from February 11–14, 2020.**
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Selection Process
The 2020 Heading South Selection Committee will be chaired by the AAEA President, Keith Coble. Other members will include the President of AARES, John Rolfe, Phil Pardey, President of the AARES North America Branch; and another member of AAEA.

Applications should include:
- a paper for presentation at the AARES Annual Conference in Perth, for which the applicant is the sole or first author and which represents their original and unpublished work,
- a one-page biographical statement, and
- a one-page statement in support of their application, indicating what they would hope to accomplish through the award, why they would be deserving of the award, and confirming that they would be unable to attend the conference without this financial support.

Submission Deadlines and Details
Electronic submissions (in PDF form) for this award must be emailed to Kristen McGuire by Thursday, September 12, 2019 (for travel in February 2020).

People Section

Arizona State University
- New Appointment: Stephen Vickner, Clinical Professor
- Leaves: Jeff Englin, 2019 – 2020; Carola Grebitus, 2019 – 2020
- Retirement: David van Fleet, 35 years of service
- Awards: Timothy J. Richards, AAEA, AJAE Outstanding Article Award 2018; Timothy J. Richards, CAES, CJAE Outstanding Article Award 2018

Auburn University
- New Appointment: Ryan Thomson, assistant professor
- Retirement: Patricia Duffy, 34 years of service

University of California, Davis
- New Appointment: Jamie Hansen–Lewis, Assistant Professor
- Appointment Changes: Kevin Novan, Associate professor; Tina Saitone: Associate Cooperative Extension Specialist
- Awards: Ellen Bruno, AAEA, 2019 Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation; Michael Carter and Christopher Barrett, AAEA, 2019

Cal Poly- San Luis Obispo
- Appointment Changes: Xiaowei Cai, Professor; Michael McCullough, Professor; Richard Volpe, Associate Professor with tenure

Colorado State University
- New Appointments: Rebecca Cleary, Assistant Professor; Alexandra Hill, Assistant Professor; Dawn Thilmany, Associate Director of CSU Community and Economic Development
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- Appointment Change: Dale Manning, Associate Professor
- Award: Allison Bauman and Dawn Thilmany McFadden, AAEA’s Community Regional Economics Network, George Goldman Award for Excellence in Regional Economic Development
- Positions Taken by Recent Graduates: Aaron Hrozencik, PhD, Research Agricultural Economist, Economic Research Service (USDA-ERS), Conservation and Environment Branch; Nicole Didero, MS, Contracted Economist, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA-APHIS); Tim Kelley, MS, Public Utilities Economist, New Mexico Public Regulation Commission, Utilities Bureau; Lacey Moore, MS, GIS and Economic Analyst, State of Utah Division of Water Resources, Technical Services
- Visitor: Hamdy Sayed Abdou Abdelaal, visiting scholar from Egypt, Minia University

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

- New Appointment: William Ridley, Assistant Professor
- Appointment Changes: Yilan Xu, Associate Professor; Kathy Baylis, Professor; Sandy Dall’erba, Professor
- Return from Leave: Nicolas Paulson
- Retirements: Hayri Onal, 30 years of service
- Resignations: Todd Kuethe; Mindy Mallory

International Food Policy Research Institute

- New appointments: Dalia Elsabbagh, Senior Research Assistant; Getsie Immanuel, Research Analyst; Jessica Leight, Research Fellow; Kibrom Abay, Research Fellow; Leocardia Nabwire, Research Analyst; Lina Alaaeldin Abdelfattah, Senior Research Assistant; Muhammad Saad Moeen, Research Analyst; Nishmeet Singh, Research Analyst; Noormah Rizwan, Research Analyst; Rachel van Gnechten, Research Analyst; Sadat Anowar, Research Analyst; Sattvika Ashok, Research Analyst; Shreya Kapoor, Research Analyst; Yue Zhan, Research Assistant; Zeeshan Haider, Research Analyst
- Honorary position: John Hoddinott, Nonresident Fellow
- Awards: Marie Ruel, American Society of Nutrition, Kellogg Prize for Lifetime Achievements in International Nutrition; Ruth Meinzen-Dick, Elinor Ostrom Award on Collective Governance of the Commons, Elinor Ostrom Award

Kansas State University

- Awards: Christine Wilson, Kansas State University, 2019 Presidential Award; Christine Wilson, Kansas State University College of Agriculture, 2019 David Mugler Teaching Award; Jason Bergtold, Kansas State University College of Agriculture, 2019 Outstanding Graduate Teaching Award; Elizabeth Yeager, Kansas State University, 2019 Commerce Bank and W.T. Kemper Foundation Undergraduate Outstanding Teaching Award

University of Maryland

- New Appointment: Louis Preonas, Assistant Professor
- Appointment Change: Jorge Holzer, Associate Professor
- Awards: Jing Cai, College of Agriculture and Natural Resources at the University of Maryland, Junior Faculty Award; Richard Just, AAEA, Richard Just Appreciation Club; Ken Leonard, Fulbright Award
- Positions Taken by Recent Graduates: Andrew Rosenberg, PhD, USDA Economic Research Service; Jun Zhang, PhD, Assistant Professor, School of Agricultural Economics and Rural Development, Rennin University, Beijing, China
- Leave: Ken Leonard, Ghana, August 2019 to May 2020
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University of Missouri

- New Appointments: Seth Meyer, Research Professor and Associate Director, FAPRI; Mallory Rahe, Assistant Extension Professor
- Awards: Emma Boase, International Food Marketing Research Symposium, Queensland, Australia, Outstanding Student Paper Award; Jason Entsminger, University of Missouri, Rollins Society
- Positions Take by Recent Graduates: Emma Boase, MS, Horticultural Regional Career Coordinator, Hawke's Bay, New Zealand; Emma Downing, MS, Analyst, Industry Relations, Dairy Farmers of America; Betsy Smith, MS, Program Manager, Agriculture Future of America
- Leave: Nicholas Kalaitzandonakes, Foresite Healthcare, September 2019–August 2020
- Retirement: Michael Monson, 33 Years of Service; Judith Stallmann, 17 Years of Service

The Ohio State University

- New Appointments: Ben Brown, Assistant Professor
- Appointment Change: Tim Haab, Chair of Agricultural, Environmental, and Development Economics
- Awards: David Wolf, AAEA, Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Award; Wendong Zhang, AAEA, Quality of Communications Award; Jian (Jane) Chen, AAEA, China Section Best Paper Award; Ian Sheldon, AAEA, Fellow
- Positions Taken By Recent Graduates: Jae-Wan Ahn, PhD, Economist, Economics Research Services, USDA; Kathryn Bender, PhD, Assistant Professor, Alleghany College; Corinne Bocci, PhD, Assistant Professor, Saint Joseph College; Jian Chen, PhD, Senior Marketing Data Analyst, Safe Auto; Wei Chen, PhD, Assistant Professor, Renmin University of China; Daniel Crown, PhD, Immigration Analyst, US Congressional Budget Office; Nanxin Deng, PhD, Assistant Professor, East China University of Science & Technology; Chris Dunphy, PhD, Post-Doctoral Fellow, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Will Georgic, PhD, Assistant Professor, Kalamazoo College; Timothy Jaquet, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher, The Ohio State University; Wade Litt, PhD, Assistant Professor, Fort Lewis College; Yun Pu, PhD, Assistant Professor, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics; Danbee Song, PhD, Associate Research Fellow, Korean Institute for Industrial Economics and Trade; Di Wu, PhD, Assistant Professor, Zhejiang Gongshang University; Shang Xu, Assistant Professor, Renmin University of China
- Honorary Positions: Joyce Chen, Chair–Elect, Committee on Women in Agricultural Economics, The Ohio State University; Elena Irwin, AAEA Board of Directors

Purdue University

- New Appointments: Mindy Mallory, Associate Professor and Clearing Corporation Charitable Foundation Endowed Chair of Food and Agricultural Marketing; Todd Kuethe, Associate Professor and Schrader Endowed Chair in Farmland Economics; Sung Kim, Clinical Assistant Professor; Joseph Balagtas, associate professor; Carson Reeling, AAEA, Chair of the Land, Water and Environmental Economics Section; Brigitte Waldorf, Editorial Advisory Board of the Journal of Spatial Economic Analysis.
- Awards: Holly Wang, AAEA, Quality of Communication Award 2019; Farzad Taheripour and Wally Tyner, AAEA, Outstanding Choices Article, 2019; Brenna Ellison and Jayson Lusk, AAEA, Outstanding article in Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy; Wally Tyner, AAEA, Fellow 2019; Wally Tyner, USAEE/IAEE, Senior Fellow 2019; Thomas Hertel, AAEA, Distinguished Teaching Award recipient for Graduate Teaching with 10+ Years’ Experience
- Return from Leave: Allan Gray
Texas Tech

- Awards: Stephen Devadoss, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Outstanding Teacher (Voted by the graduate students); Ethan Sabala, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Outstanding MS Student; Stephen Devadoss, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Outstanding Researcher/graduate advisor (Voted by the graduate students); Maryam Almasifard, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Outstanding PhD Student; Blessing Ugwuanyi, Western Agricultural Economics Association, Outstanding Graduate Paper (Third Prize)

Washington State University

- New Appointment: Salvador Ortigueira, Associate Professor
- Appointment Changes: Jill McCluskey, Director and Regents Professor; Jia Yan, Professor; Eric Jessup, Research Professor
- Awards: Gregmar Galinato, Best Article, JARE, 2019; Tom Marsh, WAEA Fellow, 2019; Tom Marsh, CAHNRS, WSU Faculty Excellence in Research 2019; Jill McCluskey, WAEA Fellow, 2019; Ron Mittelhammer, V. Lane Rawlins WSU Lifetime Service Award, 2019
- Positions Taken by Recent Graduates: Kuan Ju Chen, PhD, Assistant Professor, University of Guam; Pak-Sing Choi, PhD, Assistant Professor, National Central University, Taiwan; Kara Grant, PhD Assistant Professor of Economics, Missouri Western State University; Jukwan Lee, PhD, Korea Institute for International Economic Policy; Timothy Nadreau, PhD, Assistant Research Professor, Washington State University; Ryne Rohla, PhD, Postdoctoral Scholar, UCLA; Xiaodong (Eric) Lang, PhD, Forensic Economist, Thomas Roney LLC Economic Consulting; Kiana Yetkansani, PhD, Lecturer, University of Illinois at Chicago
- Return from Leave: Jia Yan
- Leaves: Bidisha Mandal and Mike Brady, The Ohio State University, January 2020–August 2020

West Virginia University

- New Appointments: Suhyun Jung, Assistant Professor; Ana Claudia Sant’ Anna, Assistant Professor
- Appointment Change: Xiaoli Etienne, Associate Professor
- Positions taken by Recent Graduates: Collin Hodges, PhD, Visiting Assistant Professor, University of Central Arkansas; Elham Erfanian, PhD, Post-Doctoral position, University of Kentucky

Other News

Fulbright Postdoctoral Fellowships

Up to two years – $47,500 per academic year.

The grants, which will commence during the 2020/21 academic year, are open to researchers in all academic disciplines and support programs of work in Israel for up to 20 months (two academic years 2020/2021 and 2021/2022). For more information and applications – click here!

Applicants may seek additional funding from the host institution (proof of such funding is not required at the time of application).

The host institution must provide grantees with Postdoctoral status including access to campus resources (proof of such letter is not required at the time of application).
Each candidate is responsible for arranging their institutional affiliations in Israel independently, including development of the program of work for the proposed visit through contacts with possible host institutions.

Please contact Noa Turgeman at USIEF (NoaT@fulbright.org.il) with any questions for assistance with identifying suitable host institutions or contacts. If you anticipate delays in obtaining the letter of invitation by the September 16 deadline, please contact CIES (middleeastnorthafrica@iie.org) and Noa Turgeman (NoaT@fulbright.org.il).

USIEF is deeply grateful to the Planning and Budgeting Committee of the Council for Higher Education for the special budgetary allocation that has made it possible to expand this program.

Additional general information on the Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program may be found on the website of the Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES). Interested candidates can find country information on Israel through the websites of the Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Tourism. Apply by September 16, 2019.

---

**2019 International Conference on Agricultural and Food Science**

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, it is our great pleasure to welcome you to participate in the **2019 International Conference on Agricultural and Food Science** (ICAFS 2019) to be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia during December 8–11, 2019. For more details please visit [https://icafs.apaset.org/2019/](https://icafs.apaset.org/2019/)

**Organizers**
The conference is organized by the Asia–Pacific Association of Science, Engineering and Technology in cooperation with multiple academic affiliations.

**Previous**
Previous ICAFS were successfully held in Istanbul, Turkey (2018) and Lahore, Pakistan (2017).

**Topics**
It has been designed to provide an innovative and comprehensive overview of agricultural and food science. A focus will be given on: 1. Agronomy, Agriculture and Plant Biotechnology; 2. Animal Biotechnology, Veterinary and Livestock Science; 3. Aquaculture, Fishery and Marine Biotechnology; 4. Forestry Science and Wood Research; 5. Food Science, Nutrition Science and Food Engineering; 6. Agriculture Sustainable, Resources & Environment; 7. Related Engineering, Economic & Management, etc.

**Publication**
All accepted abstracts will be published in conference abstract book after registration.

**Program and Event**
The conference will last for two days. After the conference, there will be an academic visit to local institutions.

**Venue**
Kuala Lumpur, officially the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, or commonly known as KL, is the national capital and largest city in Malaysia.

We look forward to an exciting meeting that promises great scientific debate and enjoyable interaction in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Please also bring this notice to the attention of any of your colleagues who may be interested in participating in the conference ([Download Flyer](https://icafs.apaset.org/2019/), [Registration Form](https://icafs.apaset.org/2019/)).

With best regards,
ICAFS 2019 Secretariat
On behalf of the Organizing Committee of ICAFS 2019
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
[https://icafs.apaset.org/2019/](https://icafs.apaset.org/2019/)
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- Membership Directory
- Members in the News Highlights
- Mentorship Resources
- AJAE Advance Access
- AEPP Advance Access

Open Jobs
- **Assistant Professor (Fisheries and Natural Resource Economics)**
  University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
  (Posted: 07/26/2019)
- **Assistant Professor in Agribusiness**
  Texas Tech University
  (Posted: 07/26/2019)
- **Assistant Professor in Applied Econometrics/Statistics/Data Science**
  Texas Tech University
  (Posted: 07/26/2019)
- **Senior/Lead Industry Analyst**
  CoBank
  (Posted: 07/25/2019)

Other current positions and more can be found on the [AAEA Job Board](https://www.aaea.org/jobs). Sign up for listserv emails regarding new positions [HERE](https://www.aaea.org/listserv).

Working with the Media
What research are you working on? Want to be an expert source for journalists working on a story? Contact Allison Scheetz at ascheetz@aaea.org

View all Press Releases [HERE](https://www.aaea.org/press).

Member in the News
Do you know an AAEA Member who has made statewide, national, or international news? Send a link of the article to Sinais Alvarado at salvarado@aaea.org or info@aaea.org.

[View other Members in the News HERE](https://www.aaea.org/members/members-in-the-news).

Anti-Harassment and Code of Conduct Policy
AAEA is committed to the fair, ethical treatment of all of its members and all other individuals participating in AAEA activities or activities connected with, or related to, AAEA activities, while providing an atmosphere that promotes a variety of research, teaching and extension/outreach activities.

AAEA has zero tolerance for, and prohibits any type of, discrimination or harassment, including sexual harassment, either within the organization, at professional meetings, in the field, or anywhere professional activities are conducted under the aegis of the AAEA.

View the [policy](https://www.aaea.org/about/anti-harassment-and-code-of-conduct-policy) here.